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Call Carrie Martin at (603) 648-2124 for more information on these exciting products and programs. 

June 24, 2019

News & Notes

Fuji Loyalty Program
Looking for a way to leverage Fuji’s well deserved reputation for quality and reliability with your customers who already own a
Fuji CR?  WMI can help your customer move to a new Fuji ES DR with a $2,000 rebate from Fuji and WMI. Call for details.

Fuji AQRO Portable 
The AQRO has been earning a solid reputation for its flexibility. Coupled with an FDR ES Cesium panel, it
delivers high image quality at the lowest dose.  The AQRO is now also available for Veterinary applications.

Fuji GL
The Fuji GL continues to set the standard for long length imaging. The GL is unparalleled
in versatility pDynamic Visualization II and optional Virtual Gridroviding “nose to toes”
imaging capability.  Dynamic Visualization II and optional Virtual Grid take image quality to
a new level.   

eVUE PACS
Our dealers and their customers are continuing to see why eVUE PACS is the best option for image storage and management
now and into the future. Whether you start with our Entry or Onsite you’ll always have the option of adding cloud storage and
web access without having to buy new hardware.

Windows 10 Upgrades
Microsoft has announced that support of Windows 7 will end in January of 2020.  As there will be no more security updates
these systems will not be HIPPA compliant.  WMI can provide pre-staged FDX upgrades from Fuji at a very reasonable price.
Upgrade your exiting IIP console and get improved image quality as well.

We’ve Got You Covered
For the end user, buying a new panel is only the first step to providing consistent high quality images.
Retaining a qualified service provider and choosing the appropriate protection program are just as
important. WMI has two great programs to protect your Fuji panels.  Simple drop protection can help
defer the expense of an unexpected drop, while Panel Protection Plus provides an affordable complete
cost of ownership option.  Designed for customers who just can’t afford be to “down”, Panel Protection
Plus provides instant replacement for failed panels, whatever the cause. 


